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53. There are count differences between schedule B and the tab called “count”.  

https://www.providenceschools.org/domain/2666
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65. Is it the intent of this RFP to assume that all existing telco services are to be replaced - 
and do we need to factor existing contracts or cancellation costs into our bid? Not part 
of the scope of this project 

 
66. Will you accept responses on the phone system alone? PPSD is seeking a 

comprehensive solution that meets all of the requirements indicated in the RFP 

67. If so, would PVD accept proposals for remote deployment, meaning all the 
programming and porting would take place outside of the school and PVD can connect 
the phones? See above question 

68. Concern around the phones in the classroom:  
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75. In the RFP it is mentioned of an Administrative building with a Data Center (Hea
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86. Per paragraph 4.3.1.1, are the vendors providing telco service, POTS lines, and SIP 
trunks? See RFP 

 

87. A cordless telephone will allow selected staff to answer calls to their shared phone while 
away from their station and provide basic call transfer and rudimentary multiline 
functionality. Describe any Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications (DECT) 
capable telephones available with multi-line functionality. Is the intention to have the 
staff be able to use this cordless phone throughout the facility? See RFP 

 

88. Classroom telephones should have all the features of Standard telephones but only 
need to support 1 extension appearance. These phones do not need a voicemail as 
they are not associated with a particular user. Classroom phones should have a display 
that shows Caller ID and text-based messages from the EA/PA system if that feature is 
purchased. Please explain the text-based message feature. Does the paging vendor 
provide this?  Not part of the scope of this project 

 

 


